Center of Integrated Nanomechanical Systems (COINS)
University of California, Berkeley

Summer 2011 Research Program
Colleges of Engineering, Chemistry and Department of Physics

Program Description:
• 8 week research experience: June 20, 2011- August 12, 2011
• Placement in cutting edge nanoscience research laboratory
• Tour the Molecular Foundry at the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
• Graduate School Advising & GRE prep course

Exciting Research areas including:
• Energy Scavenging
• Sensing
• Electronics & Wireless
• Mobility

Program Benefits:
• $4,000 stipend
• Travel Allowance (up to $500)
• Room & Board at the International House

Application Process:
On-line application (available October 1):
http://nano.berkeley.edu/coins
Deadline: January 31, 2011
Minimum: GPA 3.25
Students from underrepresented communities are encouraged to apply
Must be a US Citizen or Permanent Resident

Contact Information:
Meltem Erol
Director, Education & Outreach
548-61 Sutarjda Dai Hall #1726
Phone: 510-643-7380
Fax: 510-643-6974
merol@berkeley.edu
http://nano.berkeley.edu/coins